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Our editors self-research, test, and recommend the best products; You can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made on selected links. Do you solve puzzles around the edges first, or are you trying to focus on a specific area and color? Whether you're looking for something to do on weekends or after
work to switch your typical Netflix binge, puzzles are a great way to keep you busy for hours. The puzzle, the quarantine activity that tons of people turned out when the lockdown was in full swing, is still going strong and is an ideal activity for the family, especially now that autumn and winter are approaching. Whether you are a 500-piece or 2000 piece
puzzle man, puzzles will stimulate your brain and can keep kids and adults busy for hours. Here are the best puzzles to help you pass the time: This beautiful, new, 500-piece puzzle features one of Rifle Paper Co.'s signature floral prints. Once you've finished assembling the puzzle, you're going to want to glue and frame it by adding a fresh and whimsical
new work of art to your gallery wall. This puzzle is the perfect housewarming or hostess present; or you can save for yourself. The bold and beautiful puzzle features gold foil pressed puzzle pieces and definitely not your traditional puzzle. Not only is it a suite, but unlike your typical rectangular puzzle, this one follows lip curves and smoke stacks, making it
even more interesting and unique to assemble. This intricate puzzle has lots of white space and features glasses of champagne and shades that create a beautiful scene. Pop open a bottle of champagne, make yourself a bowl of popcorn, and be prepared to spend hours on this glamorous puzzle. This illustration by Bethany Robertson will quickly become
your new favorite puzzle. It consists of VHS tapes with silly, makeup titles that are guaranteed to trigger a few giggles. Finished with foil details, you'll enjoy every second of assembling this beautiful 1000-piece pick. Sometimes you're not in the mood to spend hours assembling puzzles. Since it's only 285 pieces, it's a big puzzle to knock out in a couple of
hours. Designed by Australian artist Charlie Bennell, this puzzle features an illustration of the Site's reversible fate in Yoro Park, Japan. Thanks to the cover of The New Yorker, peter de Seve of December 2019 is a deliveryman carrying an oversized decorated Christmas tree up the stairs during a snowstorm. This choice is challenging and will keep you busy
for hours or days and never disappoint with the final product. Okay, these could be the coolest little puzzles. You can create a 70-something piece of puff cheese or maybe try piecing together a hot dog. That these quick fun puzzles is a complete understatement. You can buy each meal separately, or choose packages that have different food groups with
about six puzzles. Warning: It's This The puzzle requires a lot of patience and strategy. The complex puzzle has colors that blend with each other, leaving you with hours of fun assembling green and blue-tone puzzle pieces. Don't like this color combination? The company sells a plethora of other ombres you may like. Treat yourself to this delicious puzzle
with kiwi, lemons and melons. Pieces of the puzzle are sturdy and glossy, making this a luxurious puzzle that you will be proud to leave on your desk for a few days. This abstract puzzle is inspired by the fine art created by Dusen Dusen. Bold and bright colors make it easy to focus on one area at a time. Not only is the puzzle attractive, but the box itself is
something you won't mind leaving on your coffee table or shelf. The intricate designs in this stunning puzzle feature gold foil decorations inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright that create a funky and modern design. An aerial photograph of Gray Malin is taken from a helicopter without doors, which creates stunning visuals of life in repetition. This two-way 500-piece
puzzle features pine standing tall on one side and skiers getting directed to the flip side. Relax, take a deep breath and be prepared to solve this complex puzzle. Featuring 70 clear pieces of the puzzle, you'll have to think spatially to figure out how each piece fits perfectly with each other based on its shape. Feeling defeated? The puzzle comes with cribs
that offer an ever higher level of care. If this puzzle doesn't put you in a festive spirit, we're not sure what will. This beautiful puzzle of wooden pieces features a small town celebrating holidays, complete with horse sleigh, snow-covered trees, and more. If your Italian holiday has been postponed, you can still take in the breathtaking sights of Positano; just
from the comfort of your living room. Pour yourself a glass of Italian wine, make a fresh bowl of pasta, and transport yourself with these beautiful views of the coast. zoe Roscoe is a lifestyle writer who loves covering everything from home decor to the best tourist destinations. It covers home news for Spruce, and has also been published on Apartment
Therapy, Lonny, and Parade. One way to avoid cabin fever while staying in is right now by preparing a list of activities that you and your family can do at home. After playing an infusion game, having a movie marathon and reading your favorite books you can pass the time by making challenging puzzles! In an attempt to help you unpack and get your mind
off things, we have created a list of the best puzzles for adults. From the best destination themed puzzles to nostalgic Friends book word search, we have you covered with more than enough options to help you It's time. The list below has puzzles by category. To quickly move to a specific section, click on the links below or continue scrolling to check out all
26 of our selections.1. Areaware Gradient PuzzleIt's a striking puzzle as bright as it is complex. Ombre Ombre Pink, orange and yellow will capture your mind, and the result is so satisfying. Impossible clear puzzles speak for themselves - and we can't think of anything more complex than a clear puzzle. Starting at $17, this difficult puzzle is designed for those
with all the patience in the world. Are you ready for the test?3. Moruska 1000 Piece Gradient Rainbow Jigsaw PuzzleAmazon is now the bestselling puzzle for adults is a rainbow circle. The 1000 piece puzzle comes with letters on each piece to help reduce complexity across sections, and it's the perfect challenge to get families to work together. Fans of
puzzleLove movie classic movies? Then you'll enjoy piecing together all these favorites from King Kong to Sabrina. 5. Meta PuzzleIt doesn't get more meta than a puzzle of someone putting together a puzzle!6. Printworks Sky Series 500 Piece PuzzleWhether you prefer dawn, dusk or night, Printworks has a gorgeous sky puzzle for you. The 500-piece
puzzle features gradient shades that beautifully capture outdoors.7. Life Party 1000 Piece PuzzleHave your cake and eat it too! This puzzle, inspired by the 1970s, has bold colors from decadent cake to bright confetti and candy8. The space puzzle 1000 Piece JigsawThis space themed puzzle is also gaining popularity among Amazon buyers. This is a great
option for those with families and has hundreds of rave reviews. It's been a long time since we sat as a family to work on this puzzle. Everyone was very excited because it is such a busy image that makes it easier to assemble, wrote one verified reviewer. All the pieces are cut perfectly, and the image is nice and sharp. We look forward to finishing it and
hanging it on the wall. 9. Buffalo Coffee Game and Doughnuts 300 Piece JigsawDo Do you love coffee and doughnuts? If so, you may find it hard to complete this puzzle without making Dunkin' Donuts run!10. The New York Times Custom Front Page PuzzleGo personalized route with a custom puzzle featuring the front page of the New York Times from any
date (you can go back in 1851!). The 500-piece puzzle makes for a thoughtful birthday or anniversary gift.11. Golden Girls 1000 Piece PuzzleGrab piece cheesecake and your best gal buddies put together this totally nostalgic puzzle!12. Peanuts 1000 Piece PuzzleSpeaking nostalgia, this adorable Charlie Brown puzzle will remind you of how much you love
a peanut hero - no matter how many footballs he misses. Michael Storrings The Great White Way 2000 piece of puzzleDreaming bright lights in Times Square? This colorful puzzle of 2000 pieces is fun entertainment for the most popular tourist destination in New York2. Grey Raspberry 500 Piece Snow JigsawThis Grey Raspberry Puzzle with two bird's-eye
view photos taken from without doors over the snow-covered mountain. One side has a magical winter wonderland, while the other has an array of colorful skiers on white white Ravensburger Paris Walk 1500 Piece PuzzleTransport itself to Paris with this charming and romantic puzzle Ravensburger.4. Cinque Terre Liguria, Italy 1000 Piece PuzzleEnjoy has a
beautiful and scenic view of Cinque Terre while you sip wine around fire.5. Custom Hometown Map PuzzleGo custom route with a puzzle map of your hometown. This personalized piece is a great gift option, too!1. Geode PuzzleWhile traditional puzzles are always fun, sometimes it's even more fun to mix things up a bit. This complex and beautiful geodesy
puzzle is not only easy on the eyes, but also a super challenging task for the brain. Educational Research Kanoodle Brain Twisting Solits GameThis Puzzle is so popular, the brand behind it has already sold more than 2 million units. The 2D and 3D puzzle only has 12 pieces, but with over 200 problems it's a brain teaser everyone from kids to adults can
enjoy.3. The 540 Colors 3D puzzleThis 3D puzzle doubles as a home decor once it is completed. With over 500 different colored pieces and almost every color imaginable, the whole family will enjoy putting this puzzle together. Ravensburger Chrysler Building 3D puzzles 3D puzzles for adults have become quite a trend over the last few years! This Chrysler
Building puzzle is the perfect option to get started with if you're new to this style of puzzle. Night Sky Wooden Puzzle This 330-piece wooden puzzle is really a work of art! The handmade brain teaser is a night view of the Milky Way star galaxy, where children and adults can enjoy life together.6 Simon Schuster Mega Crossword Puzzles Crosswards are
another popular choice for a holiday after a long day. This Simon and Schuster Mega puzzle book has over 300 tasks, offering hours of stimulation to solve each level 7 problem. Friends Of Word Search BookIf you can't stop watching reruns of Friends and enjoy searching for words, this book is definitely for you! This book contains so many funny moments
with puzzles related to places, characters and actors of the show8. Ultimate Mind Games Puzzle BookThis Ultimate Mind Games puzzle book complete with over 400 brain teasers for adults that will keep your mind in tip-top shape.9 Rubik's 5x5 Brain TeaserForget classic Rubik's Cube! This 5x5 is the most sophisticated Rubik ever made and has more
combinations than any other puzzle in the world! For more articles like this, check out: To find out more deals, shopping tips and budget product recommendations, download the new TODAY app and subscribe to our Stuff We Love newsletter! This article was published on January 7, 2020. 2020. lateral thinking puzzles pdf download. mathematical lateral
thinking puzzles pdf. great lateral thinking puzzles pdf. 67 lateral thinking puzzles pdf. infuriating lateral thinking puzzles pdf. challenging lateral thinking puzzles pdf. edward de bono lateral thinking puzzles pdf. brain busting lateral thinking puzzles pdf
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